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SECTION I
 
INTRODUCTION
 
The lunar ranging ground station is built around a
 
Varian 620/i control computer. This arrangement gives a good
 
deal of operating flexibility as well as providing a useful degree
 
of computational capability. In the present system, the computer
 
has three main functions: to control the firing of the laser and
 
gate the return pulse to accumulate data from the return pulse,
 
to calculate an approximate range from the data andito record
 
the raw data supplemented by calibration data on magnetic tape.
 
A fourth function is possible in the future, namely, to analyze
 
the return data after a run.
 
The computer controls the laser by means of two exter­
nal control lines, one to fire the flash lamps and one to enable
 
the Pockels cell. To determine the firing time, the computer
 
reads the Astrodata time-of-day clock which derives its time base
 
from the main oscillator. The gate for the return is provided
 
by an Eldorado Time-Delay-Generator which can be loaded under
 
program control by the computer. The projected range which is
 
used to set the time delay generator is read by the computer from
 
magnetic tape by the read-write tape deck.
 
For a complete description of the timing electronics,
 
the reader should see technical report No. 70-049 by C. Steggerda.
 
Only an outline will be given here. The return is timed to 50
 
nanoseconds by a time interval meter which counts 20 MHz clock
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pulses. This time interval is refined by measuring the time from
 
the start pulse to the first counted pulse and from the stop
 
pulse to the first uncounted pulse with Time-to-Pulse-Height
 
Converters. The pulse height is then converted to digital form
 
by an Astrodata Analog-to-Digital converter which can be read
 
under program control by the computer.
 
Permanent data storage is on magnetic tape by means of
 
a write-only tape deck. This deck can also be used in conjunction
 
with the read-write deck to copy several output tapes onto one
 
for data concentration.
 
As the prograh was originally conceived by Don Day and
 
the author, the system would run continuously with provision for
 
supression of laser action or teletype output under control of
 
sense switches on the computer console. As the system evolved,
 
it became obvious that this was not the ideal mode of operation
 
as the system was being used in bursts of 50 to 100 shots rather
 
than continuously. For this reason, the system as presently
 
constituted has two phases, a control phase and a run phase.
 
Normally the program is in control phase which accepts
 
and acts on commands entered from the teletype. Each command
 
is in the form of a string of letters followed by a space. As 
only the first letter is scanned, there are 26 possible unique 
commands of which the following are implemented:
 
AID - enter the AID debugging program 
CONTINUE - continue the present run 
DELTA - set DELTA 
FIRINGS - set number of firings
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GO start a run 
KALIBRATION - enter the calibration program
 
STOP - terminate run
 
WARMUPS - set number of warmups
 
As can be seen, typing G or GO switches the program
 
from the control to the run phase. This phase first fires the
 
flash lamps a prespecified number of times to bring the laser system
 
up to operating temperature. It then enters the main loop which
 
fires the laser every 4 seconds and types the residual range
 
and the associated time. The program is returned to the control
 
phase on the completion of the specified number of shots or by
 
a character from the teletype.
 
SECTION II
 
SYSTEM OPERATION
 
The operating system is normally in core but if it has
 
been damaged it can be read in from magnetic tape using the pro­
gram EASE. There are two starting points. Starting at memory
 
location 1 causes the program to read a tape record: This is use­
ful for initial start up and when mounting a new tape. Otherwise
 
the system can be started in the command interpreter at location
 
40008 which is where it restarts after power down.
 
Once started, the program is ready to accept commands
 
from the teletype keyboard. Each command consists of a key
 
letter followed by an optional and arbitrary string of letters
 
terminated by a space. Thus GO, G, and GOBP all produce the same
 
effect. Any non-alphebetic character before the space is treated
 
as an error and the program types a carriage return and then waits
 
for the next command. Any numeric parameters needed are typed 
after the command; each parameter being terminated by the first 
non-numeric character. The commands presently implemented are:
 
DELTA ddd - Sets the value of the constant DELTA which is
 
subtracted from the projected range before it is set into the
 
range gate generator. ddd represents any string of digits.
 
WARMUPS ddd - This sets the number of warmup flash lamp 
firings before the laser is fired.
 
FIRINGS ddd - This sets the number of laser shots in a 
run.
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GO - This initiates a run with DELTA set by the last D
 
command, the number of warmups set by the last W command and the 
number of shots set by the last F command. 
STOP - This command terminates the present run and writes 
the run data on magnetic tape.
 
CONTINUE - Resumes an interrupted -run. This should not be
 
used after an S command since an S completely terminates a run.
 
A C can be used to restart a run interrupted by any of the other
 
commands or by a power drop.
 
AID - Transfers control to AID, the Varian system debugging
 
program.
 
K - Transfers control to the calibration program.
 
The action of the program can also be modified by use
 
of the three sense switches on the computer front panel. These
 
allow the operator to enter the test mode and suppress lasing
 
or magnetic tape output. They should normally be in the up
 
position.
 
Once the various parameters and switches have been set,
 
a run can be started with a G command. The computer will then
 
type out the current value of DELTA and the time, and begin the
 
warmup cycle. At the completion of the warmup, the computer will
 
commence firing the laser once every 4 seconds. The result of
 
each shot is typed on the teletype. If no start pulse is received,
 
NO LASER will be typed out. Absence of a stop pulse causes NO
 
RETURN to be printed. Otherwise the minutes and seconds of the time
 
and the residual range to 0.1 nanosecond are typed out. For
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example:
 
34:16 0175.3
 
The 6 second version provides more complete output; listing the
 
complete time (day:hour:minute:second), the range sent to the range
 
gate in nanoseconds, and the residual range to 0.1 nanosecond.
 
For example:
 
271:08:21:06 2513275947 0002371.1
 
When the required number of shots have been completed, the com­
puter will cease firing the laser and write the complete raw
 
data out on magnetic tape (See Appendix II). It will then re­
vert to the command mode ready for the next run.
 
There are three main errors that can occur when running
 
the program. They are all flagged by a message typed on the tele­
type. As the program takes remedial action, there should be no
 
need for operator intervention.
 
SYNC ERROR - indicates that the time read with the last tape
 
record is later than the time read from the clock. This can be
 
due to the moon setting, or a missed or bad tape record. The
 
computer will wait until the time read from the clock catches
 
up with that read from the tape.
 
SHORT REC. - indicates that the last record read from tape
 
was too short. The computer then reads the next record which may
 
cause a SYNC. ERROR.
 
REDUNDANCY - there was a redundancy check error in the last
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tape record. The computer takes the same action as for SHORT
 
REC.
 
SECTION III
 
PROGRAM OPERATION
 
Command Interpreter. The command interpreter (see
 
Fig. 1) reads and acts on all commands from the teletype and while
 
doing this keeps the magnetic tape synchronized with the time of
 
day clock. It is normally in a loop alternately checking the
 
clock and the teletype input flag. If the time read from the
 
clock is later than that associated with the last tape record,
 
UDR is called to catch the tape up to the clock.
 
When the teletype flag is detected, a character is read
 
and echoed back to the teletype. If the character is a letter, it
 
is stored and additional characters are read until a blank is
 
detected. A non-alphabetic character causes a carriage return to
 
be typed and the command interpreter to be restarted.
 
On detection of a blank, a branch is made on the initial
 
letter of the command. This is accomplished by biasing the char­
acter so the code for Z is 0 and then simultaneously incrementing
 
the character and an indirect pointer until the character goes
 
to 0. The pointer is then pointing to the address of the routine
 
corresponding to the character and is used to indirectly jump
 
to the routine. Those entries in the 26 word address table
 
corresponding to letters for which no commands have been imple­
mented contain the address of the error routine.
 
Associated with the command interpreter are two util­
ity routines that can be used to read numerical parameters.
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RDND is not presently a subroutine but rather-the routine associ­
ated with the command D. It reads a string of up to 10 digits
 
and packs them right-justified 4 to a word in BCD using three
 
words. RDNB is a subroutine which can be called by other ser­
vice routines. It reads a string of digits and converts it to
 
a binary number exiting on the first non-numeric character with
 
the result in the accumulator. Both these routines use the same
 
read loop as the command interpreter and thus keep the tape 
synchronized with the clock.
 
Run Initialization. The command G transfers control
 
to the initialization section of the control program. The counters
 
are set to their initial value and the current value of DELTA
 
is inserted in the heading. The warmup loop is then entered.
 
UDR is called to establish the next firing time - TO. Next "
 
WT0 is called to wait for TO and type the heading and WTO is excited.
 
and the flash lamps fired. The loop is then repeated until the
 
counter goes to zero. At the completion of the warmup the re­
mainder of the heading is typed and the output pointers reset. 
Main Loop. There are two things to be followed in
 
understanding the main loop: the temporal sequence of events and
 
the flow of data. First the sequence of events during one inter­
val will be followed. (see figs. 2-3)
 
UDR (Update Range) established TO and the associated
 
range. This range then has DELTA subtracted from it and is sent
 
to the time delay generator by AOR (adjust and Output Range).
 
WT0 (Wait for TO) is then called. While waiting for TO, WTO
 
types the results of the last shot and looks for the final vernier.
 
If a final vernier is found, the output pointer OPPI is set to
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output data. At TO, EFT is called conditionally on sense switch 
1 to fire the flash lamp. Then FIRE is called conditionally on 
sense switch 1. The shot counter NFI is checked. If it is zero, 
control is transferred to the cleanup routine. Otherwise it is 
decremented and the laser fired. The output pointer OPP2 is then
 
set to the NO LASER message and the verniers zeroed.
 
The data from the last shot is then transferred to the
 
output buffer by LOB (Load Output Buffer). RVO (Read Vernier 0)
 
is then called to read the initial vernier. If no vernier is
 
received by TO + 0.01 sec, RVO is exited leaving OPPI set to
 
NO LASER. Otherwise the vernier is stored and OPP2 reset to
 
NO RETURN.
 
CRR (Calculate Residual Range) is then called to cal­
culate the residual range for the last shot. OUT is called next
 
to pack the time and residual range for teletype output. At this
 
time the output pointers are pushed down. The actual output poin­
ter TTYP is set equal to OPPI. OPPL is then set to OPP2 and OPP2
 
to the null message. The time and range of the shot is then trans­
ferred to the current data buffer by MOVE and the cycle repeats
 
with UDR.
 
In following the data flow it is important to keep in
 
mind that at any time there are three sets of data being processed;
 
that pertaining the the previous shot, that pertaining to the
 
present shot, and that pertaining to the next shot. To understand
 
the program, it is necessary to unravel the flow of this data
 
from the above sequence of events.
 
Data for a shot is first introduced in UDR when the time
 
of the next shot (DAY, HM, SEC), the firing time of the next shot
 
(DAYO, UIM0, SECO), and-the projected range (Ri, R2, R3) are
 
established. The range is then decremented by DELTA (DRi, DR2,
 
DR3) in AOR and sent to the Time Delay Generator.
 
At the beginning of the next interval the initial ver­
nier is read into AVO by RVO. Then the time and projected range
 
are moved from (DAY, HM, SEC, Ri, R2, R3) to (DAY, HMI, SECi,
 
RAl, RA2, RA3) by MOVE. The final verniers are then read into
 
AV1 and AV2. Then just before the end of the interval the Time
 
Interval Meter is read into RBl and RB2.
 
At the start of the next interval LOB stores the raw
 
data in the tape output buffer. CRR then calculates the resid­
ual range and stores it in RB2 and RB3.. The time and residual
 
range are then taken by-OUT unpacked coded for the teletype and
 
placed in the teletype output buffer ROUT. They are then typed
 
out by TYPE.
 
Cleanup. At the end of the run there is still the
 
data from the last shot to be processed. This is accomplished by
 
calling LOB, CRR and OUT. If sense switch 3 is set, WOT (Write
 
Output Tape) then writes the data from the output buffei onto
 
magnetic tape. (See Appendix II) Once the tape record has been
 
written, control is returned to the command interpreter.
 
UpDate Range. The function of UDR (see Fig. 4) is to
 
establish two times and an associated projected range for the
 
next shot. The times are T, the time of the next shot, and TO
 
the firing time of the next shot which is 2 milliseconds earlier.
 
The proper second of the next shot is established by reading
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the current second from the time-of-day clock and looking it up
 
in a table of possible times. Each entry contains two times, one
 
corresponding to shot times (SEC) and the other, one second less,
 
corresponding to firing times (SECO). The first entry, for which
 
SEC is greater than the second read from the clock, is taken as
 
the next firing time. The two times are then stored in SEC and
 
SECO. The days, hours, and minutes of T (DAY, HM) and TO (DAYO,
 
HMO) are then set from the clock. If SEC equals 60, IM (Increment
 
Minutes) is then called to increment T by one minute. If sense
 
switch 2 is set the time associated with the current tape record
 
(DAYT, HMT) is compared to T (DAY, HM) and tape records read until 
the time from the tape is equal to or greater than I. Otherwise 
T (DAY, 'HM)is substituted for (DAYT, EMT). If (DAYT, 13MT)is 
greater than T, SYNC ERROR is typed and control is returned to 
the command interpreter unless a run is under way in which case
 
UDR waits for the clock to catch up to the tape. Once the clock
 
and the tape are synchronized, the range is located in the input
 
buffer and stored in RI, R2 and R3. This is accomplished in two
 
steps. First a pointer to the range is found by refrencing rel­
ative to the time found in the table of possible times. This
 
pointer is then used to pick up the required range.
 
After this is accomplished, the clock is checked to
 
make sure the projected firing time has not passed. If it has,
 
the subroutine starts over from the beginning; otherwise it
 
exits.
 
READ. Magnetic tape input is taken care of by READ which
 
requires two arguments. The first is the location into which the
 
record is to be read, while the second is the negative of the
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record length. Three 6 bit tape characters are packed in a 16
 
bit word by ignoring the two high order bits of the first char­
acter.
 
Three errors are detected. Short records and redun­
dancy check errors cause a message to be typed and the next record
 
to be read. In the case of long records, the required number of
 
words are taken from the beginning of the record and the rest of
 
the record is ignored.
 
Adjust and Output Range. If sense switch 2 is set
 
AOR uses the one word BCD subtraction routine three times to
 
subtract DELTA (DIl, DR2, DR3) from the projected range (RI,
 
R2, R3); and sends the result to the Time-Delay-Generator as well
 
as replacing the old value of the projected range. SUB subtracts
 
two packed BCD words one digit at a time using the overflow in­
dicator for the carry bit. Otherwise DELTA is substituted for
 
(Rl, R2, R3) and sent to the TDG.
 
Wait for TO. While waiting for TO, WTO takes care
 
of various background tasks by means of the subroutine JUNK.
 
JUNK is called once each time the clock is checked except when
 
waiting for milliseconds. In the current system JUNK calls TYPE
 
to type messages on the teletype, RV12 to look for a final
 
vernier. It also checks the teletype input flag returning con­
trol to the command interpreter on detection of an input char­
acter.
 
TYPE checks the teletype output flag and exits if the
 
teletype is busy. Otherwise the next character to be typed is
 
picked up indirectly through the pointer TTYP. A zero character
 
indicates the end of a message and TYPE exits without increm­
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enting TTYP. All other characters are sent to the teletype with TTYP
 
incremented.
 
RV12 exits immediately if AVO is zero. Otherwise it
 
checks the flags for the two Sample-and-Hold Amplifiers associated
 
with the final vernier Time-to-Pulse-Height Converters. If a
 
flag is detected, that Sample-and-Hold Amplifier is connected to
 
the Analog-to-Digital Converter. RADC is then called to read
 
the result of the conversion. There is a several p-second lag
 
from the time the Executive Command is sent to start a conversion,
 
until the converter busy flag comes up. For this reason RADC
 
waits for the converter busy flag to come up and then go back down.
 
The converted value is then read and stored in AV or AV2, and OPP2
 
set to display the return data.
 
Read Vernier 0. RVO detects the initial vernier flag
 
and reads the converted value with RPfDC as described above,
 
storing it in AVO with OPP2 set to NO RETURN. The loop which
 
checks the flag also checks the clock and RVO exits 0.01 sec after
 
the second if no return is detected. This leaves OPP2 set to NO
 
LASER.
 
Calculate Residual Range. The residual range is cal­
culated in three stages in CRR (see Fig. 5), echoing the evolution
 
of the program. The first stage finds the range to 50 nanoseconds
 
by multiplying the output of the Time Interval Meter by five.
 
This is accomplished by multiplying by ten and then dividing by
 
two using the routine DB2 three times. DB2 divides a 4 digit
 
BCD word by two by means of a series of shifts and logical oper­
ations using DC for the carry.
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In the next stage of the calculation, the projected
 
range is subtracted from this calculated range using the sub­
routine SUB. This gives a three word residual range good to
 
50 nanoseconds.
 
Finally, the verniers are added giving a range to
 
0.1 nanosecond. As read from the Analog-to-Digital Converter,
 
the verniers consist of 12 bits of voltage information followed
 
by a 4 bit channel number. The voltage information is in two's
 
complement form with the exception of the high order bit which
 
is inverted being 0 for negative and 1 for positive voltages.
 
To convert the input word to a valid numberthe high order bit 
is inverted and the whole thing shifted arithmetically 4 places
 
to the right. This number can then be related to the time meas­
ured by the Time-to-Pulse-Height Converter with a pblynomial
 
transformation. In the present system used to monitor ranges­
on-line, only the linear term is used. It however, provides quite
 
a good fit for the Time-to-Pulse-Height Converters as can be seen
 
in Figure 6. Since the initial vernier is added and the final
 
vernier subtracted, the constant term drops out. The vernier
 
correction is then calculated by multiplying the difference of
 
the initial and final verniers by the conversion factor 0.96818,
 
which gives the correction to 0.1 nanosecond. The two low order
 
words of the previously calculated course residual range are then
 
converted to binary, multiplied by ten and added to the vernier
 
correction. The result is then converted to BCD and stored in
 
RB2 and RB3.
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Or. The time and residual range are unpacked and 
coded for teletype output by the routines PACK, PAK2, and PAK4. 
The results are stored in the teletype output buffer ROUT under 
control of a pointer in the X register. Punctuation is inserted 
by incrementing the X register, thus skipping over words in the 
output buffer which contain the necessary punctuation characters. 
OUT also pushes down the three output pointers. OPPI goes to 
TTYP, OPP2 goes to OPPI, and then OPP2 is set to the null message 
NULM.
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SECTION IV
 
TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT
 
As stated above, the original version of the program
 
was developed by Mr. Don Day and the author. This version ran
 
continuously and was only concerned with outputing ranges to the
 
Time Delay Generator. The time and range were also typed out,
 
giving a means of checking the program against the printout from
 
the Univac 1108 program which produced the range tapes. This
 
system was further checked by using the Time Delay Generator to
 
start and stop the Time Interval Meter, thus giving an independent
 
confirmation that the correct range was sent to the Time Delay
 
Generator.
 
After it was moved from McDonald Observatory, the system
 
was modified to read the Time Interval Meter and print the reading
 
on the teletype. This change as well as the subsequent changes
 
described below was made by means of octal patches entered dir­
ectly into core by means of the Varian system debugging pro­
gram AID. This was due to the inconvenience and time expenditure
 
involved in the use of a paper tape based Symbolic Assembler.
 
Since the basic clock rate is 20 MHz, the printout of
 
the Time Interval Meter was in units of 50 nanoseconds, which was
 
not immediately useful without annoying calculation. To alleviate
 
this, the divide by two routine DB2 was added with which proper
 
scaling allowed output in nanosecond units (though only accurate
 
to 50 nanoseconds).
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To further simplify the interpretation of return data,
 
it was decided to present the residual rather than the actual range.
 
To assure a positive residual range, the range sent to the range
 
gate, rather than that read from the tape, was subtracted from
 
the measured range. It was this version of the program that was
 
in use at the commencement of lunar ranging in July.
 
After a few weeks of operation, two changes suggested
 
themselves. The first was a change from an essentially continuous
 
operation which could be inhibited between runs to an intermittant
 
operation with a fixed number of shots in each run. It also was
 
desirable to simplify the changing of program parameters to ease
 
the training of operating crews. To this end, an executive phase
 
was added to the program to handle the changing of parameters
 
and the initiation of runs. This modification has proved a very
 
satisfactory and vastly simplified system operation.
 
The next modification of the system was the incorporation
 
of the initial and final verniers giving a printout of the residual
 
range to .1 nanosecond. This figure is unrealistic at present
 
in terms of overall system accuracy but does represent a reasonable
 
assessment of the potential accuracy of the timing electronics. (See flg.6)
 
Finally, two programs were written for calibration and
 
testing of the system. The first, which is entered by the command
 
K, reads the Analog-to-Digital converter. Each time a numeric
 
key on the teletype is hit, the computer sends out EXC 060, 160
 
and 260 pulses and then waits for one of the Analog-to-Digital
 
Converter flags to come up. When a flag is detected, the converted
 
value is read in and stored along with the digit which initiated
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the cycle. This reading is also converted to decimal form and typed
 
out. When a non-numeric key is hit the accumulated reading
 
are written on tape and control returned to the command :inter­
preter. This routine can be used to establish and check conver­
sion curves for the Time-to-Pulse-Height Converters. Once this is 
done the TPHC's can be used to measure any short time intervals 
during calibration. 
The second change modifies the system to allow a new 
mode of operation in which the value of DELTA stored in core 
rather than a range read from tape is used as the projected range. 
The transition between this and the normal mode is under control 
of sense switch 2 with sense switch 3 used to inhibit writing on 
the output tape. This provision for a constant operator-select­
able range will greatly simplify the testing of program modifi­
cations and, in conjunction with a fixed precision delay, will 
allow for easy calibration checks. 
Also desirable would be ,aprogram to summarize the
 
return data from a run and present it in a useful form, thus
 
facilitating decisions on changes for the next run.
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APPENDIX I
 
RANGE TAPE FORMAT
 
The input range tape is a 7 track 556 character 1 inch
 
IBM compatable magnetic tape. A 16 bit Varian data word is made
 
up of three 6-bit characters with the two high order bits of the
 
first character dropped.
 
There is one record for each minute of predictions.
 
The first two words are the day, hour and minute corresponding to
 
the predictions. Following this are the predicted ranges ­
three words per range. Records with an odd number of words then
 
have one word of zeroes for compatability with the 36 bit word
 
size of the 1108. All this data is in the form of four 4-bit
 
BCD digits per word.
 
Word Contents
 
1 DAY
 
2 Hour, Minute
 
3 Range 1 1
 
4 Range 1 2
 
5 Range 1 3 
6 Range 2 1 
7 Range 2 2 
8 Range 2 3 
3N Range N 1 
3N + 1 Range N 2 
3N + 2 Range N 3 
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APPENDIX II
 
DATA TAPE FORMAT
 
The output data tape is a 7 track 556 character / inch
 
IBM compatible magnetic tape. A 16 bit Varian data word is stored
 
in three 6-bit characters with the two high order bits of the first
 
character unused.
 
The results of each run are stored in one variable
 
length record. The first three words of the record hold the
 
current value of DELTA. Following that is the raw data, one
 
12 word block per shot.
 
Run Record
 
Word Contents Remarks 
1 DELTA 1 BCD 
2 DELTA 2 BCD 
3 DELTA 3 BCD 
4 DAY BCD 
5 HM Hour, minute BCD 
6 SEC BCD 
7 RB I Time Interval Meter 1 BCD 
8 RB 2 Time Interval Meter 2 BCD 
9 RB 3 Calculated Range BIN 
10 RA 1 Projected Range 1 BCD 
11 RA 2 Projected Range 2 BCD 
12 RA 3 Projected Range 3 BCD 
13 AV 0 Initial Vernier BIN 
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14 AV 1 Final Vernier 1 BIN 
15 AV 2 Final Vernier 2 BIN 
16 DAY Beginning of next shot 
etc 
Calibration Record 
1 1777778 Flag 
2 1777778 Flag 
3 1 Identification 
4 CODE Measurement type code 
5 ADC ADC reading (unconverted) 
6 CODE 
7 ADC 
etc As many additional sets as 
desired 
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APPENDIX III. 
Program Listing
 
'lly • Now01 
*IItIbJ410,PO
ITO0 ,1r.OJ,fl101 
i ,'tP, DECK 1 
1)5;t ' lt,'i- i. n 10 
yp!'.O p! , o l.1 
-PR 1 1'011 OP 10 
- I-'pu, '(,C 0310 
vi'.0'¢'l I, 0410 
EO1, E0I,05l0 
[i (kis ItH, oI
 
Avi 1' O, 0110
 
RR1 -,EPIJ,021l0 
BSR1, EOU, !0310 
*TAPE DFCK 2 
D5hSRKOI,01 1 
VDR2, FOU, 061 
IRG2, Ff0, 02110 
*TIPIE 1)FLAY GENERAT0R 
TDGP, F0U, 061 
TDG1, - ",, 060 
L'P, FOI, 060 
*TIME. 1IJTERVaL ME-TER 
TI'." ',ETI,061
 
rfI 2 FOIl, 063
 
*CLOC'.,
 
DCR EPU,060 
DB ,EPU,06P 
HM9 Eop. n6l 
SMP ,E0i,060 
*ANPLOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTEF 
ADC •EPUL065
 
ADCF, E0t, 0465 
ADCO EOU, 065 
ADC 1, EOLU, 0165 
ADG2EEOU, 0265 
*LSEli 
FFT ,EoU,n160 
EPC •EPUJ0260 
•EJEC,
 
, MORE,
 
*LOll CORE 
*INITIALIZATION AND POINTERS 
PNTP, REGI, 0 
,iJSE ,PNTR 
Op. 	,Enu ,Oio00o 
, ILT , 
,CALL,READ,TIB,-47
 
,LDX ,=(SYS)
 
,CALL,TYP 1
 
,JiMP ,CI 
TTYP, PZE, 
OPP i PZE, 
OPP2 PZE,
 
OPP PZE, 
DPTR, PZE,
 
*INTERRUPT SERVICE
 
INT 	,BEGI,040 
,USE ,INT 
, HLT,
 
,HLT,
 
, JMP, CI 
*COMMON STORAGE
 
, USE, COMN 
DAY 	,PZE, 
DAYO PZE.
 
HM 	 ,PZE,
 
HM0 	,PZE,
 
SEC 	,PZE, 
SECO, PZE,
 
Ri 	 ,PZE, 
R2 	 ,PZE, 
R3 	 ,PZE, 
DRI 	 ,PZE, 
DN2 	,PZE,
 
DR3 	 •PZE, 
NLFO PZE, 
NLFI, PZE, 
NFO 	 ,PZEJ 
NFI 	 ,PZE, 
ICARPZE,
 
INUM, PZE, 
ATNS, DATA, 075755
 
DAYI sPZE, 
HMI 	,PZE1­
SEC1,PZE,
 
RBi 	 ,PZE, 
RB2 	.PZE,
 
RB3 	 sPZE, 
R . ,PZEi 
RA2 ,PZE, 
RA3 ,PZEi 
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AVG ,PZE, 
AVI , PZE, 
AV2 ,PZE, 
* SECONDS TABLE A SEC BCD 
ST 	 ,DATA.01404 034I0,010422,012426,014440,021444
 
.DATA,023450,030462,0324'66,03500,04150
 
,DATA,043510,050522, 52526,0,0,0,0,0
 
*POINTERS-TO RANGE TABLE
 
RT 	 ,DATA,HTI,RTI+3,RT1+2*3,HTI+3*3,RTI+A*3,RTI+5*3
 
,DATART1+6*3,RT1+7*3,RT1+8*3,HT+9*3,RTl+10*3,RI 1+11*3
 
,DATA,RT1+12*3,RTI+13*3,RTI+l$*3,RT1+15*3,HTI+16*3
 
,DATA,RTI+17*3,RTI+18*3,RTI+19*3
 
TIB ,NULL,
 
DAYT,PZE,
 
HMT ,PZE
 
RT1 ,BSS,60
 
,EJEC,
 
, MO 	E, 
3/4 
*CONTROL TABLE
 
CT,PZE,CERR Z
 
'PZECERR Y 
,PZE,'CERR X 
,PZERDW W 
,PZECERR V 
'PZEiCERR U 
,PZETIME T 
,PZE,STOP S 
,PZE,CERR R 
,PZEs CERR 0 
,PZE,POLT P 
,PZECERR 0 
,PZEiCERR N 
1 PZECERR M 
,PZEs CERR L 
,PZEKAL K 
,PZE,CERR tJ 
,PZECERR I 
'PZECERR H 
,PZE,G0 G 
,PZE,RDF F
 
'PZECERR E 
,PZERDD D 
,PZE,FLNT C 
, PZECERR B 
,PZE,01 5000 
..EJEC, 
, MORE, 
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*MESSAGES
 
MESGBEGI,03000
 
,USE ,MESG 
SEM ,DATA,' S Y N C E R-R 0 R' 
CRLF, DATA,0215s 0212 
NULM,PZE x 
TEl ,DATA,' S H 0 R T R E C . 
,DATA,0215s0212 0 
TE2 ,DATA,' R E D U N D A N C Y' 
,DATA,0215,0212,0 
HEADDATA' D E L T A =' 
DOUTDATA,OO'OiOQOO,O0s0s0O" T I M E 
TOUTDATA,' D D D . H H M M',02150212,0 
KOUT,DATAs' D D D D'O 
: S S I
ROUTDATA,' 
,DATA,' R R R R R R R R R R 
,DATA,' D D D D * D',0215,0212-0 
NL ,DATA,' N 0 L A S E R'P0215s0212s0 
NR ,DATA,' N 0 R E T U R N',0215s0212,0 
SYS ,DATAP' L U N A R R A N G I N G ' 
,DATAs' C 0 N T R 0 L P R 0 G R'A M 
,DATA,' - - V E R S I 0 N 9 . 1 
,DATA,' 1 2'/ 1 5 / 6 9,0215,0212,0 
,EJEC, 
,MOREi
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*COMMAND INTERPERTER
 
'USE,
 
CI ,CALLsRDI
 
,STA sICAR
 
RDCL. CALL,RDI
 
,JMP ,RDCL
 
CLOK,LDA ,ICAR
 
,LDX .=(CT-I)*
 
,STX ,CJMP+3
 
CJMP. IAR ,
 
,INR .CJMP+3
 
,JAP ,CERR
 
,JMP ,CJMP
 
*READ AND CHECK CONTROLE CHARACTERS
 
RDI ENTR,
 
,CALL,RD2
 
sSUB ,=' '
 
,JAZ ,CLOK
 
,SUB ,='A'-'
 
,JAN ,CERR
 
,SUB ,='Z'-'A'+l
 
,JAP ,CERR
 
,JMP*,RD1
 
*CHECK CLOCK FOR TAPE SYNC
 
WFT ,ENTR ,
 
,SEN, DCB,*
 
SCIADB
 
,ANA,=07777
 
,SUB,DAYT
 
,JAZ ,WFM
 
,JAPM, UDR
 
,JMP*,WFT
 
WFM 	SEN ,DCB,*
 
,IME ,HMB,WFMT
 
,LDA ,HMT
 
,SUB ,WFMT
 
,JAP*,WFT
 
,CALL, UDR
 
,JMP*,WFT
 
WFMT,PZE ,
 
CERR,LDX ,=(CRLF)
 
,CALL,TYPI
 
,JMP ,CI
 
,EJEC,
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*READ A NUMBER AND CONVERT TO BINARY
 
RDNBENTR,
 
,TZA ,
 
,STA jINUM
 
,CALLS RDS
 
,SUB ,='9'+
 
,JAP ,ENDN
 
,ADD ,=10
 
,JAN ,ENDN
 
,.STA ICAR
 
,LDA ,INUM
 
,LRLA,2
 
PADD ,INUM
 
,LRLA,1
 
,ADD ,ICAR
 
,JMP RDNB+2
 
ENDNLDX o=CRLF
 
,CALLTYPI
 
,LDA ,INUM
 
,JMP*pRDNB
 
*READ A CHARACTER
 
RD2 	,ENTR,
 
,CALL, WFT
 
,SEN ,TTIi*+4
 
,JMP PRD2+1
 
,CIA ,TTY
 
,OAR ,TTY
 
,JMP*,RD2
 
*READ NO. OF WARMUPS
 
RDW .CALLSRDNB
 
iSTA ,NLFO
 
,JMP iCERR
 
*READ NO. OF FINRINGS
 
RDF SCALLRDNB
 
,STA ,NFO
 
,JMP ,CERR
 
*READ DELTA (BCD-3 WORDS)
 
RDD jLDA ,=DSTK
 
SSTA ,DPTR
 
•LDA ,=(CERR)
 
,STA ,RDDR+1
 
,CALLPRD2
 
,SUB ,='+'
 
,JAZ ,RDD1
 
,SUB =--+
 
,JAZ ,RDDM
 
,SUB ,='9'-*-'+
 
.JMP ,RDD1+3
 
RDDMLDA ,=(RDDN)
 
,STA ,RDDR+l
 
RDDICALLRDS
 
,SUB ,='9*+
 
,JAP ,ENDD
 
,ADD s=10
 
,JAW ,ENDD
 
,STA*, DPTR
 
,INR ,DPTR
 
,JMP ,RDD1
 
ENDDLDA ,DPTR
 
,SUB ,=10
 
iTAX
 
,TZA
 
,CALL,PKD
 
PCALL,PKD
 
,STA ,DRI
 
,CALLPKD4
 
,STA ,DRS
 
,CALL,PKD4
 
,STA ,DR3
 
RDDRJMP ,CERR
 
RDDNLDA ,DRI
 
,STA ,DSTK
 
,LDA 'DR2
 
,STA ,DSTK+1
 
iLDA DR3
 
,STA ,DSTK+2
 
,LDX ,=(DSTK-1)
 
,CALL, SUB
 
,STA ,DR3
 
,CALL, SUB
 
.STA ,DR2
 
,CALL,SUB
 
.STA PDRI
 
.JMP oCERR
 
,DUP ,10
 
,PZE ,
 
DSTKBSS ,1O
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PKD 	 , ENTR, 
PLRLA, 4 
,ORA Oil
 
,IXR , 
, JMP*,PKD 
PKD-4, ENTR, 
,TZA , 
, CALL, PKD 
SC-LLi PKD 
,CALL,PKD
 
,CALL, PKD 
, JMP*, PKD4 
iEJEC, 
,MORE,
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*SET UP RUN
 
GO ,LDA ,NLFO
 
,STA JLFI
 
,LDA ,NFO
 
,STA ,NFI
 
,LDA ,=(OB)
 
,STA ,OBP
 
,LDX ,=(DOUT)
 
,LDB ,DR1
 
,STB*,OBP
 
,INR ,OBP
 
LRLB,8
 
JCALLJ PAK2
 
,LDB ,DR2
 
oSTB*,OBP 
,INR ,OBP 
,CALLPAK4 
sLDB .DR3 
,STB*,OBP 
,INR ,OBP 
,CALL,PAK4 
,LDA ,=(HEAD) 
,STA ,TTYP 
,LDX ,=(TOUT) 
,LDB ,DAYO 
,LLRL,4 
,CALL,PAK2 
,CALL, PACK 
,IXR , 
,LDB sHMO 
,CALL,PAK2 
,IXR P 
oCALLPAK2 
,IXR x 
*FIRE WARM UP SHOTS
 
FLNTSLDA .NIFI 
,JAZ ,SET 
,IAR • 
,STA ,NLFI 
,CALL,UDR 
,CALL,WTO 
,JSIM, EFT 
,CALL, WXMS 
,JMP ,FLNT 
SET 	,LDX iTTYP
 
,CALL,TYP1
 
,STX ,TTYP
 
,STX ,OPP1
 
,STX ,OPP2 
,TZA , 
sSTA iAV0 
,EJEC, 
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*MAIN LOOP
 
MAINiCALLUDR
 
sCALLAOR
 
,CALL,WTO
 
,IME ,TIMl,RBI
 
,IME ,TIM2,RB2
 
JSIMEFT
 
,JSIMoFIRE
 
,CALLLOB
 
oCALL, RVO
 
,CALLCRR
 
,CALLOUT
 
jCALLMOVE
 
,JMP ,MAIN
 
oEJEC,
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**ENABLE FLASH TUBE
 
EFT .ENTR,
 
,EXC ,FFT
 
,JMP*,EFT
 
*FIRE LASER
 
FIRE.ENTR.
 
,LDA .NFI
 
,JAZ 'STOP
 
ADAR , 
,STA .NF1
 
sEXC ,LTDG
 
,EXC ,EPC
 
'LDA s=(NL)
 
•STA ,OPP2
 
,JMP*, FIRE
 
*CLOSE OFF RUN
 
STOP,CALL, LOB
 
,CALL,CRR
 
,CALL,OUT
 
,LDX ,TTYP
 
,CALL,TYP'I
 
PLDA ,OBP
 
,SUB .=(OB)
 
,LDX '=(OB)
 
,JS3M,WOT
 
,JMP ,CERR
 
*LOAD TAPE OUTPUT BUFFER
 
LOB ,ENTR,
 
•LDX .=(DAYl)
 
PLDA .10-1
 
,ADD '11,1
 
*,JAZ*,LOB
 
PLDA -=-12
 
LOBLLDB .0,1
 
,STB*,OBP
 
.IXR ,
 
.IAR ,
 
,INR ,OBP
 
,JAN ,LOBL
 
,JMP*,LOB
 
,EJEC,
 
,MORE,
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*UPDATE RANGE SUBROUTINE
 
UDR 	,ENTR,
 
,SEN ,DCB,* READ IN TIME
 
,CIA ,DB
 
,ANA ,=07777
 
,STA ,DAY
 
,STA oDAYO
 
,SEN ,DCB,*
 
,CIA ,HMB
 
,STA ,HM
 
jSTA ,HMO
 
,SEN ,DCB,*
 
•CIA ,SMB
 
,LSRAS S
 
,STA jSECO
 
.LDX ,=(ST-1)
 
,LDB ,=-15
 
UDRIIXR i 
,IBR , INCREMENT B+X 
,JBZ ,NM 
,LDA ,Ol 
,ANA =0377 
,SUB ,SECO 
,JAN ,UDRI
 
,LDA ,0'!
 
,TAB ,
 
,ANA ,=0377
 
•STA ,SEC
 
,LSRB,8
 
,STB ,SECO
 
,JMP ,
 
NM 	 jCALL,IM
 
,JSS ,UDRR­
,LDA ,DAY
 
,STA ,DAYT
 
PLDA ,HM
 
,STA ,HMT
 
UDR2,LDA *DAY
 
,SUB .DAYT
 
iJAZ ,UDR3
 
,JAP ,NXTR
 
,JMP ,SE
 
UDR3 5 LDA ,HM
 
,SUB ,HMT
 
oJAZ 'SR
 
,JAP ,NXTR
 
S
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SE ,LDX ,=(SEM)
 
,CALL,TYP1
 
,LDA ,NF1 
, JAZ*, UDR 
WFD sSEN ,DCB,* 
,CIA ,DB­
•ANA ,=07777
 
,SUB P,DAYT
 
,JAN ,WFD
 
WHM 	.SEN ,DCB,*
 
,CIA ,HMB
 
,SUB sHMT
 
,JAN •WHM
 
SR ,LDX ,20,1
 
,LDA '0,1
 
•STA ,Rl 
,LDA 1,1 
,STA ,R2 
sLDA P2ol 
,STA sR3 
UCHKSEN ,DCB,* 
,CIA iDB 
,ANA '=07777
 
,SUB ,DAYO
 
.JAZ 'CHM
 
,JMP ,UDR+1
 
CHM 	oSENDCB,*
 
,CIA ,HMB
 
,SUB ,HMO
 
,JAZ sCSEC
 
,JMP ,UDR+1
 
CSECSEN 	,DCB,*
 
,CIA *SMB
 
sLSRAS
 
,SUB ,SECO
 
,JAP ,UDR+l
 
lJMP*,UbR,
 
NXTR,CALL,READ,TIB, -47 
,JMP ,UDR2 
- EJEC, 
•MORE,
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*ADJUST AND OUTPUT RANGE 
AOR ,ENTR, 
, dSS2a AORI 
" LDA ,DR1 
" STA ,R1 
•OAR TDG1 
,LDA ,DR2 
, STA ,R2 
,OAR •TDG. 
"LDA ,DR3 
•STA 'R3 
,OAR 2TD63 
" JMP*i AOR 
AORILDX =(R3) 
,ROF i 
•CALL,SUB 
i STA RB3 
sOAR ,TDG3 SEND LOW ORDER BCD TO TDG 
•CALL,SUB 
•STA ,RB2 
,OAR ,TDG2 TDG2 
•CALL,SUB 
•STA ,RB1 
,OAR ,TDGI HIGH ORDER TO TDG 
•dMP*s AQR 
*ONE WORD BQD SUBTRACTION 
SUB 'ENTR 
•LDA '0,-i 
'STA ,A 
,LDA 3,1 
'STA ,B 
,TZA , 
,STA ,C 
S CALLS SUBI 
'CALL SUBi 
•CALLS SUBI 
,CALLSUB1 
•DXR • 
•JMP*P SUB 
4 6 
*ONE DIGIT BCD SUBTRACTION
 
SUB 1. ENTR,
 
,LDA ,B
 
,TAB ,
 
,ANA ,=017
 
,STA ,Bl
 
SLSRB,4
 
,STB ,B
 
,LDA ,A
 
,TAB -"
 
,ANA ,=017
 
,LSRBA
 
,STB ,A
 
,SUB ,B1
 
,SOFA,
 
,ROF •
 
SJAP ,SUB2
 
,ADD ,=10
 
,SOF x
 
SUB2,ORA ,C
 
,LRLA, 12 
,STA •C 
JMP*,SUBI 
A ,PZE ,0 
B ,PZE ,0 
Bi ,PZE ,0 
C ,PZE Y0 
,EJEC 
,MORE, 
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*READ INITAL VERNIER
 
RVO 	•ENTR, 
PTZA , 
,STA ,AVO 
,STA ,AV1 
,STA ,AV2 
iSEN ,DCB,*
 
,CIA ,SMB
 
,ANA o=0377
 
,SUB '=020
 
,JAZ*, RVO
 
,SEN ,ADCO,*+/4
 
,JMP ,RVO+3
 
,EXC oADCO
 
,CALL,RADC
 
,STA AVO 
,LDA ,=(NR) 
STA 0PP2 
,JMP*s RV0 
*READ FINAL VERNIERS 
RV12s ENTR,
 
,LDA ,AVO
 
,JAZ*,RV12
 
,SEN ,ADCI,RVI
 
,SEN ,ADC2oRV2
 
,JMP*,RV12
 
RHI 	 ,EXC ,ADCI
 
jCALLRADC
 
iSTA ,AVI
 
NJMP RV2+4
 
RV2 ,EXC ,ADC2
 
,CALL, RADC
 
,STA ,AV2
 
,LDA ,=(ROUT)
 
,STA iOPPI
 
, JMP*,jtvl
 
*READ ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER
 
RADCi ENTR,
 
,SEN ,ADCF,*+4
 
jJMP ,*+4
 
,SEN ,ADCFo*
 
,SEN ,ADCF,*+4
 
,JMP ,*-2
 
,CIA ,ADC
 
,JMP*,RADC
 
,EJEC,
 
2MORE, 
*MOVE DATA TO INTERMEDIATE STORE
 
MOVE,ENTR,
 
,LDA ,DAY
 
,STA ,DAY1
 
,LDA ,HM
 
,STA ,HM1
 
,LDA ,SEC
 
,STA iSEC1
 
,LDA 'R!
 
,STA ,RA1
 
,LDA ,R2
 
,STA ,RA2
 
,LDA ,R3
 
,STA ,RA3
 
,JMP*,MOVE
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*CALCULATE RESIDUAL RANGE
 
CRR ,ENTR
 
*GET RANGE TO 50 NS.
 
sTZB
 
'LDA ,RB1
 
,CPA ,
 
•LLSR,s
 
,STA YRB1
 
•LDA ,RB2
 
sCPA ,
 
•STB RBe2
 
•TZB ,
 
•LLSR88
 
,ORA ,RB2
 
.STA ,RB2
 
,STB •RB3
 
*DIVIDE TIM BY 2 
,TZB • 
,STB ,DC 
,LDA RBI
 
•CALLDB2
 
,STA ,RBI
 
,LDA ,RB2
 
•CALL,DBE 
•STA ,RB2
 
,LDA ,RB3
 
SCALLDB2
 
,STA PRB3
 
*SUBTRACT PROJECTED RANGE
 
iLDX •=(RB3)
 
,ROF ,
 
.CALL,SUB
 
,STA ,RB3
 
jCALLSUB
 
'STA ,RB2
 
•CALL,SUB
 
,STA ,RB1
 
*CONVERT VERNIER TO NS. 
,LDA POBP 
,SUB •=12 
,TAX , 
iTZA p 
,STA ,5s1 
,LDA 10•1 
,JAZ ,CAV2
 
,ERA 2=0100000
 
,ASRA14
 
,STA 15,1 
,LDA '11,1 
,JAZ ,CAVO 
,ERA '=0100000 
,ASRA,4 
,ADD ,5,1 
,ASRA, 1 
jSTA ,5,1 
,JMP CAVO 
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CAV2SJLDA '11• 
P JAZ*- CRR 
,ERA '=0100000 
,ASRA, 4 
,STA ,5,1 
CAVOLDA •9,1
 
,ERA ,=0100000
 
,ASRA,4
 
,SUB ,5,1 
,TAB ,
 
,TZA
 
,CALL, XMUL,ATNS
 
iSTA 15,1
 
*ADD TIM DATA*10
 
,LDA RB2
 
•LDB ,RB3
 
sLLRL,4
 
,STA ,RB2
 
•TBA ,
 
•CALL,XDTB
 
,TBA o
 
$ADD ,5,1
 
•CALL,XBTD
 
,STB RB3
 
,LDA ,RB2
 
,LLRLs 12
 
,CALL,XDTB
 
,STB 45,1
 
,JMP* sCRR
 
*BCD DIVIDE BY 2
 
DB2 •ENTRo
 
,TAB , 
'LSRA, 1 
,ANA =073567 
*STA ,DB2T 
,TZA , 
,LLRL* 15 
,ANA ,=04210 
,ORA sDC 
,STB ,DC 
,LSRA,1
 
,TAB ,
 
,LSRB,2
 
,MERG,031
 
,ADD jDB2T
 
JMP*,DB2
 
DC ,PZE P
 
DB2T.PZE ,
 
sEJEC,
 
sMORE,
 
*SET UP TELETYPE OUTPUT
 
OUT ,ENTR,
 
*PUSH POINTERS
 
,LDA ,OPP1
 
,STA ,TTYP
 
,LDA ,OPP2
 
,STA ,OPPI
 
,LDA ,=(NULM)
 
,STA ,OPP2
 
,LDX ,=(ROUT)
 
,LDB ,SECI
 
'LLRLJ8
 
,CALL,PAK2
 
,IXR ,
 
,LDB ,RA1
 
,LLRL, 8
 
,CALLPAK2
 
,LDB ,RA2
 
,CALLPAK4
 
,LDB ,RA3
 
,CALL,PAK4
 
,IXR ,
 
.LDA ,RB2
 
,LLSR,4
 
iCALL,PACK
 
,LDB ,RB3
 
,GALL,PAK2
 
oCALL2 PACK
 
,IXR ,
 
,CALL,PACK
 
,JMP*,OUT
 
PACK,ENTR,
 
,TZA ,
 
,LLRL,4
 
;ORA ,=0260
 
,STA ,0,1
 
PIXR ,
 
,JMP*,PACK
 
PAKa, ENTR,
 
,CALL,PACK
 
,CALL,PACK
 
,JMP*,PAK2
 
PAK4,ENTR,
 
,CALL,PAK2
 
.CALL, PAK2
 
,JMP*,PAK4
 
,EJEC,
 
,MORE,
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*WAIT FOR TO
 
WTO ,ENTR,
 
WCK1,SEN .DCB,WCKI
 
,CIA ,DB CHECK DAY
 
,ANA '=07777
 
,SUB ,DAYO
 
,JAZ ,WCK2
 
,JMP ,MTO
 
WCKSSEN DCBPWCKI
 
,CIA ,HMB CHECK HOURS MINUTES
 
tSUB ,HMO
 
,•JAZ ,WCK3
 
*JMP ,MTO
 
WCK3, SEN ,DCB, WCK3
 
,CIA ,SMB CHECK SECONDS
 
,LSRA,S
 
,SUB sSECO
 
,JAZ ,WCK4
 
,JAP ,MTO
 
,CALLJUNK
 
,JMP ,WCK3
 
WCK4, SEN ,DCBpWCK4
 
,CIA ,SMB CHECK MS-.TENS AND HUNDREDS
 
,ANA ,=0377
 
,SUB s=0231
 
,JAZ ,WCK5
 
,JAP ,MTO
 
,CALL, JUNK
 
,JMP WCK4
 
WCK5,SEN ,DOB•WCK5
 
,CIA ,DB
 
,ANA ,=0170000 CHECK MS-,UNITS
 
,SUB •=0100000 CHECK FOR 10 MS.
 
,JAZ*,WTO BEFORE T ZERO
 
,JMP ,WCK5
 
*MISSED TO
 
MTO ,LDA ,NLFI
 
,JAZ .*+4
 
,JMP .FLNT
 
, CALL, WXMS 
,CALLCRR
 
,CALL,OUT 
,JMP ,MAIN 
JUNK,ENTR 
YCALL,TYPE
 
,CALL,RVlS
 
,SEN TTICERR
 
,JMP*,JUNK
 
AEJEC­
,MORE,
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*TYPE OUT-ROUTINE
 
TYPE,ENTRY
 
•SEN ,TTO,*+4
 
.JMP*,TYPE
 
,LDA*,TTYP
 
,JAZ*,TYPE
 
,OAR ,TTY
 
.INR ,TTYP
 
,JMP*iTYPE
 
*MESSAGE TYPING PROGRAM
 
TYPIENTR,
 
,SEN iTTO,*+4
 
,JMP ,*-2
 
,LDA ,O,1
 
,JAZ*,TYPI
 
,OAR iTTY
 
,IXR 
P
 
,JMP ,TYP1+l
 
*WASTE 20 MS
 
WXMSENTRs
 
,STA ,XMS1
 
,STB ,XMS2
 
,STX ,XMS3
 
oLDA ,=-1851
 
WT ,IAR ,
 
,LRLB, 16
 
'NOP ,
 
,JAN'.WT
 
,LDA ,XMSI
 
,LDB ,XMS2
 
,LDX ,XMS3
 
JMP*, WXMS
 
XMSIPZE P0
 
XMSR,PZE .0
 
XMS3sPZE ,0
 
oEJEC,
 
,MOREs
 
54 
*TAPE READING PROGRAM
 
* CALL,READ,LOC.-NWRDS 
TRI 	,LDA ,READ
 
,TAB ,
 
,ADD '=2
 
,STA ,RXIT+
 
,LDX PO2
 
,LDB li2
 
,SEN •EORITR2
 
,JMP ,*-2
 
TR2 	 CALL.WXMS 
,EXC ,RR1 
,CALL, WTR 
RCI ,CIA ,DSRl 
,LRLA,6 
,CALL, WTR 
RCS oINA ,DSR1 
,LRLA,6 
•CALL• WTR
 
RC3 	,INA ,DSR1
 
,STA '0,1
 
.IBR ,
 
,IXR s
 
,JBZ TR3
 
,JMP sTR2+3
 
TR3 SCALLWTR
 
,.JMP ,TR3
 
RTE ,SEN sRPEITERR
 
,LDX PTRX
 
RXIT,JBZ*,READ
 
,LDX s=(TEI)
 
,CALLTYP1
 
.JMP •TR1
 
READ,ENTR, 
sSTX TRX 
,JMP PTR1
 
*WAIT FOR TAPE READY
 
WTR ,ENTR,
 
,SEN ,EORI,RTE 
oSEN ,RBRI,(WTR)* 
,JMP ,WTR+l 
TERR,LDX ,=(TE2)
 
,CALLTYP1
 
,JMP ,TRl
 
TRX oPZE ,
 
PEJEC,
 
,MORE,
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*WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
 
WOT ,ENTR, 
,JAZ ,WOTE 
,DAR , 
,STA •WOTC 
,LDB ,,1 
,TZA , 
,LLRL,4 
•CALL2 WIC
 
SLLRL, 6 
,CALLWIC
 
sLLRL,6
 
sCALL,WiC
 
,IXR ,
 
,LDA sWOTC
 
,JMP 'WOT+l
 
WOTESEN PWBR2,*+4
 
, JMP ,WOTE
 
,EXC IR62
 
,JMP*, WOT
 
*WRITE I CHARACTER
 
WIC , ETR, 
, SEN, WBR2, *+4 
,JMP ,*-2 
,OAR •DSR2
 
,JMP*, WI C 
WOTCPZE i 
,EJEC, 
,MORE, ­
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*I'NCREMENT MINUTES SUBROUTINE
 
IM ,ENTR,
 
,TZA i
 
,LDX .=(ST-1)
 
,STA ,SEC
 
,LDA '=0131
 
,STA ,SECO
 
,LDA ,HM
 
fTAB ,
 
,ANA .=0377
 
,SUB '=0131
 
,JAZ iIM2
 
,TBA 2
 
,ANA •=017
 
•SUB =9 
,JAZ IM! 
,IBR ,
 
,STB 14M
 
,JMP*' IM
 
IM! 	,TBA o
 
,ADD ,=07
 
,STA ,HM
 
,•JMP*,I M
 
IM2 	,TBA p
 
,ANA ,=0177400
 
,SUB =021400
 
,JAZ ,IM4
 
,TBA ,
 
,ANA ,=0007400
 
,SUB ,=0004400
 
,JAZ jIM3
 
,TBA ,
 
•ADD ,=0247 
,STA HM
 
,-JMP*s IM
 
IM3 .TBA ,
 
,ADD ,=003247
 
,STA ,HM
 
JM?*, IM 
IM4 	,STA •HM
 
,LDA ,DAY
 
,TAB ,
 
,ANA ,=017
 
sSUB s=9 
,JAZ ,IM5 
,IBR
 
,STB •DAY
 
•JMP*, IM
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IM5 ,TBA 
,ANA ,=0360 
,SUB ,=0220 
" JAZ ,IM6
"TBA , 
,ADD , =07 
,STA ,DAY 
JMP*, IM 
IM6 ,TBA , 
iADD ,=0147
 
i STP , DAY 
"JMP*, IM 
" EJECi
"MORE, 
58 
*MULTI-CHANEL ANALIZER SYMULATOR
 
POLT,CALL,RDNB
 
,JAZ ,CERR
 
,TAB.,
 
,SUB ,=2000
 
,JAP ,CERR
 
,STB ,NF1
 
,LDX ,=(OB)
 
,LDA '=0177777
 
,STA 0,l
 
,IXR ,
 
,STA ,0,1
 
,IXR .
 
,ADD ,=3
 
,STA ,!
 
,IXR I
 
PSAC,SEN ,ADCO,PRAO
 
,SEN ,ADCI,PRAI
 
,SEN ,ADC2,PRA2
 
,JMP ,PSAC 
PRAO,EXC sADCO 
,JMP ,PRAC 
PRAXEXC ,ADCI 
,JMP ,PRAC 
PRAR,EXC ,ADC2 
PRAC,CALLS RADC 
3 STA ,0,1 
,IXR , 
,DBR o
 
,JBZ ,*+4
 
,JMP .PSAC
 
,LDA o=(OB)
 
,ADD ,=3
 
,STA .OBP
 
PLI 	,LDX ,=(CRLF)
 
,CALLTYPI
 
,LDA ,=9
 
,STA ,NLFI
 
PL2 	;LDA sNFI
 
,DAR ,
 
,JAN ,STOP+Il
 
,STA ,NFI
 
,LDA*,OBP
 
,INR 'OBP
 
,SUB ,=0177760
 
,JAP ,PL2
 
,ADD s=077760
 
,ASRA,4
 
,CALL XBTD
 
,LDX 2=(KOUT)
 
iCALL,TYPI
 
iLDA ,NLFI
 
,DAR ,
 
,STA iNLF1
 
,JAP iPL2
 
,JMP ,PLI
 
,EJEC,
 
,MORE,
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*CALIBRATION PROGRAM
 
KAL ,LDX ,=(OB)
 
•STX .OBP
 
YLDA o=0177777
 
,STA*,OBP
 
,INR ,OBP
 
,STA*oOBP
 
o INR ,OBP 
,ADD ,=2 
,STAoOBP
 
,INR OBP
 
NXTKSEN .TTI,RDCD
 
,JMP ,NXTK
 
CLK1,SEN ,DCB,*
 
,CIA ,SMB
 
,AND ,=0377
 
,SUB i=0231
 
,JAN ,CLKI
 
CLK2,SEN ,DCB,*
 
,CIA ,DB
 
,LSRA, 12
 
,SUB ,=8
 
,JAN oCLK2
 
jEXC '060
 
,EXC '0160
 
•EXC '0260
 
SADCSEN ,ADCO,RAO
 
jSEN ,ADC1,RA1
 
,SEN oADC2,RA2
 
,J14P xSADC
 
RAO ,EXC ,ADC0
 
,JMP RAC
 
RAI .EXC ,ADCI
 
,JMP ,RAC
 
RA2 ,EXC ,ADC2
 
RAG ,CALL.RADC
 
iSTA*,aBP
 
,INR sOBP
 
,ERA ,=0100000
 
,ASRA, 4
 
,LDX ,=(KOUT)
 
,IXR ,
 
,CALL,XBTD
 
,CALLPAK4
 
,LDX ,=(KOUT)
 
,CALL,TYPI
 
,LDX ,=(CRLF)
 
,CALL,TYPI
 
,JMP ,NXTK
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IDCD,CIA ,TTY 
,OAR -,TTY 
,SUp ,='9'+1 
,JAP ,STOP+11 
,ADD '=10
 
,JAN ,STOP+11 "
 
,STA*oBP
 
.INR ,OBP 
,JMP ,CLK1 
, EJEC, 
,MORE, 
*OUTPUT CURRENT TAPE TIME
 
TIME,LDX ,=(TOUT)
 
,LDB ,DAYT
 
YLRLBH 4
 
jCALLPAK2
 
,CALLPACK
 
,IXR •
 
,LDB ,HMT
 
,CALLs PAX2
 
,IXR 
P
 
jCALLPAK2
 
,LDX ,=(TOUT)
 
,CALL,TYPI
 
rMP PCERR
 
,EJECs
 
,MORE,
 
* FIXED POINT MATH 16 BIT, NO MUL/DIV VERSION 02-0 
* XMUL STANDARD SOFTWARE MULTIPLY 
* AB>[B*PARJ<A 
* X IS UNCHANGED 40 WORDS 
NBITiEOU o16 
ADD ,DATA ,0124025 
ERA SDATA ,0134023 
SOF SDATA ,0124013 
SUBX .DATA .0144007 
BGN ,ROF 
,STX ,XMXR 
,LDX ,XMUL 
,LDX '0,1 
,LDX loI 
,STX ,MCND 
,LDX ,K15 
RPT JLLRL ,31 
,ADD ,XSIG 
,LLRL sI 
,XOF ,ADD 
,LASR ,I 
,XOF sERA 
,DXR I 
"JXZ ,*+4 
,JMP ,RPT 
,LLRL ,NBIT 
,XAN ,SOF 
,LLRL sNBIT 
,XOF ,SUBX 
,INR ,XMUL 
,LDX ,XMXR 
,JMP* sXMUL 
XMUL ,BES ,0 
,JMP ,BGN 
XMXR ,BSS ,1 
MCND .BSS I 
XSIG ,DATA 0100000 
K15 sDATA '15 
,MORE 
,END 
ADD MCND
 
ERA SIGN
 
ADD SIGN
 
SUB CND
 
R
BESET OF
 
SAVE XR
 
GET ADDRASS OF CALL SEO
 
GET ADDR OF MCND
 
GET MCND
 
AND SAVE
 
SET BIT COUNT
 
A SIGN> LSB OF MPLR
 
SET OF IF LSB>1
 
ALIGN PARTIAL PRODUCT
 
ADD MCND IF LSB>1
 
AND SHIFT RIGHT
 
INVERT SIGN IF OF
 
COUNT BITS DDEVELOPED
 
JMP IF DONE
 
ELSE REPEAT
 
A SIGN>MPLR SIGN
 
SET OF IF NEG MPLR
 
RESET PRODUCT
 
SUB MCND IF NEG MPLR
 
SET RETURN
 
RESTORE XR
 
A,B>B*M<A
 
ENTRY
 
TEMPORARY STORAGE
 
CONSTANTS
 
* FIXED POINT MATH 16 BIT, NO MUL/DIV VERSION 02.0
 
* XDIV 
* 
*A 

* 
* 
TOP 	 iSTX 

,DECR 

,JAP 

,CPX 

sCPB 

,IBR.
 
,LRLB 

,LSRB 

PCPA 

,JBZ 
.JMP 

,IAR
 
POSU STX 

,STA 

,LDX 

iLDX 

,LDA 

,LDX 

,JAP 

,CPX 

,CPA 

sIAR
 
,STA 

,LDA 

.STX 

,LDX 

,LRLB 

,SUB 

,SOF
 
,JAP 

,ROF 

NEGU ,LLRL 

,ADD 

TEST PJXZ 

,DXR 

,JAN 

,LLRL 

PSUB 

JJMP 

SOTWARE DIVIDE
 
AB-/MB [QUOTIENT] < A [REMINDER]
 
REG MEMORY X IS UNCHANGED
 
QUOTIENT IS ALWAYS TRUE
 
REMAINDER IS SIGN OF DIVIDEND [UNLESS R>0
 
PXR SAVE XR 
'4 SET SIGN INDICATOR 
PPOSU SET DIVIDEND P0S 
, SET DSIN>NEG 
LO ORDER TWOS COMPL
 
1 SIGN>O 
.1 
I HI ORDER TWO S COMPL 
1*+ 4 
*+3 
,DSIN SAVE DIVDN SIGN
 
,DVDN SAVE DIVDN
 
,XDIV GET ADDR OF CALL SEQ
 
,0,1 GET ADDR OF PARAM
 
'.1 GET DIVISOR
 
,DSIN GET DIVDN SIGN
 
J*+5 SET DIVISOR POS
 
SET QUOTIENT SIGN
 
• 	 TWO,S COMPL
 
,DVSR SAVE DIVISOR
 
,DVDN GET DIVDN
 
.QSIN SAVE QUOT SIGN
 
sK14 SET CYCLE COUNT
 
$I ADJUST LO ORDER [DELETE SIGN]
 
iDVSR SUB DIVSOR
 
sXERR JMP IF OVERFLOW ERROR
 
I
 
11 DEVELOP 14 QUOTIENT BITS
 
.DVSR [NON RESTORING ALGORITHM]
 
,ADJ JMP IF COMPLETE
 
I COUNT BITS
 
,NEGU JUMP IF NEG REMAINDER
 
,I SHIFT QUOTOREM
 
.DVSR SUBTRACT DIVSR
 
,TEST GO TEST
 
63 
ADJ ,LRLB PI GET LAST QUOTIENT BIT 
,JAP *+4 JMP IF OR 
,IBR ELSE SET LOB 
oADD ,DVSR RESTORE REMAINDER 
,LDX sQSIN GET TRUE QUOTIENT 
sJXZ ,*+4 JMP IF NEGATIVE QUOT 
,CPB ELSE SET POSITIVE 
,DBR 
jIBR 
,LDX ,DSIN GET TRUE REMAINDER 
'JXZ *+4 JMP IF REMAINDER NEG 
sJMP *+4 ELSE LEAVE POS 
,CPA 
,IAR 
XERR 'INR ,XDIV SET RETURN 
,LDX sXR 
,JMP* ,XDIV ABOM- B>QUOT A>REM 
XDIV ,BES '0 ENTRY 
,JMP sTOP 
K14 ,DATA ,14 
XR ,BSS ,1 TEMP STORAGE 
DVSR ,BSS I 
DVDN ,BSS 1 
DSIN PBSS I! 
OSIN ,BSS I 
,MORE I 
,END 
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* FIXED POINT MATH 16 BIT, NO MUL/DIV VERSION 02.0
 
* XDTB 	 FIXED POINT INTEGER DEC TO BIN CONVERSION 
XDTB 	,ENTR
 
•STA ,AA
 
xSTX ,AA+1
 
,TAB
 
,LDXI -3 INITIALIZE COUNT
 
sTZA
 
,STA ,AA+2
 
,LLRL ,4 1 GET NEXT DIGIT
 
,STB .AA+3
 
,LDB ;AA+2
 
,CALL XMUL.B1O
 
,JXZ ,*+7 JUMP IF COMPLETE
 
,DXR p ELSE COUNT DIGITS
 
sSTB ,*+11 SAVE PARTIAL PRODUCT
 
,LDB ,*+11 GET REMAINING DIGITS
 
PjMP ,*-1l GO GET NEXT PRODUCT
 
,LDA ,*+5 RESTORE AR
 
,LDX *+5 RESTORE XR
 
JMP* sXDTB RETURN
 
BIO .DATA ,0 CONSTANT
 
AA ,DATA ,,O,0O0,O TEMP STORAGE
 
* FIXED POINT MATH 16 BIT, NO MUL/DIV VERSION 02.0 
* XBTD 	 FIXED POINT INTEGER BIN TO DEC CONVERSION 
XBTD 	,ENTR $ 
,STA ,BX 
,STX ,BX+I 
oJAP ,*+4 JUMP IF POSITIVE 
*CPA , ELSE COMPLEMTNT 
,IAR , AND ADD ONE 
sTAB
 
,LDXI .3 INITIALIZE COUNT
 
,TZA i
 
*CALL ,XDIVsBB
 
.STB ,*+16 SAVE BIN VALUE
 
.LDB ,*+16 GET.PREVIOUS DIGITS
 
,LLSR 14 	 ATTACH DIGIT TO RESULT
 
-JXZ ,*+7 JUMP IF COMPLETE
 
sDXH , ELSE COUNT DIGITS
 
,STB ,*+11 SAVE DIGITS ASSEMBLED
 
,LDB ,*+9 	 GET BIN VALUE
 
,JMP ,*-Ij GO GET NEXT DIGIT
 
,LDA ,*+4 RESTORE AR
 
,LDX .*+4 RESTORE XR
 
,JMP* ,XBTD RETURN
 
BX ,DATA '0.0,O.0 TEMP STORAGE
 
BB .DATA '10 CONSTANT
 
,MORE
 
,END
 
